April 22, 2010

Comments Proposed Composition of SREP Expert Group
from
Carbon Finance Working Group (Private Sector Observer)

The CIF team

1. I communicate the approval of my constituency over the composition of the SREP expert group. It would be best if we know how a decision within the expert group works i.e unanimous, vote or other
2. I have seen the call for expression of interest for eligible countries to apply posted on April 21, 2010. But downloading the expression letter, it was written on March 29, 2010. Was that a mistake or a delay of one month for transparent notification? I think it requires explanation or correction as it is such small things pile up to make a difference. And given it was posted on 21st, is it fairly enough time to expect eligible countries identify projects and decide applying with expression in eight days?
3. One more time, I think I do not see private sector SREP observers listed on CIF site again though communicated to Jamie three weeks before. Any Explanation for that too?

Kind regards